
(Article IV) The application: Medical. 
 
Since the human body is a composition of atoms and a form of 
energy, then the MEC and the Quantum Computer version 
Five (QCV5) The major components of the QCV5.

                         

A 1 Quatilliondecillion   (10+45    1.00E+45)   CPS CPU 

                       CPU ROM             RAM
with a 16 core processor

  1 Quatilliondecillion RAM

Solid State Hard Drive Storage Cube.
Operating at 1 Quatilliondecillion CPS with storage        capability of 10+48 x 10+48 x 10+48 

bits/bytes of data AS powered by the energy cell  and 
specialized OS that can accept the human body as an item to 
be converted into energy, stored within the QCV5 and then 
reassembled as the same physical physique of matter/energy 
and inclusive of all the original human brain neuron energy 
patterns (memories) as it was before the QCV5 and the MEC 
converted it and then stored it within the QCV5. 

After the Mater to Energy conversion and data bits storage of 
the, QCV5, its OS will medically examine that human bodies 
current medical condition against the original DNA architecture 
at birth and then return it back to that original of atomic 
particulars of it at birth architecture, with consideration of its to 

BIOS



that moment of time passed.(age factor) wrinkles removal, skin 
flexibility restored. Excessive body fat gone. 

Then within 5 minutes after the process of the converter was 
initiated, the QCV5 & the EMC will bring back that human body 
fully functional while excluding such cells as tumors of cancer 
or whatever else was not originally specified within the 
chromosomes or Genome of the DNA of the original 
architecture of that human body. 

A certified MD medical professional experienced in genetics will 
be present to operate this medical orientated (MEC) converter 
unit 

By utilizing the converters MEC holographic screen selection to 
function as a Matter to Energy Converter particularly selected 
via the QCV5 selection as ‘medical’ OS for its action of 
conversion. (OS = Operating System software)

The unit is operated via a projected holographic screen menu 
that operates as a holographic touch screen to call forth the 
index of selections to do the physiology and genetic DNA 
selections to be done by the QCV5 and the EMC ~ MEC 
medical converter (MC) unit as powered by the Energy Cell. 

The implementation of the QCV5 with its extensive specialized 
OS software and the variable capable power of the Energy Cell 
and the six E-121 atomic Element plates that are the inner 
walls, floor and ceiling of the EMC ~ MEC converter.

The QCV5 and energy cell are housed in the base of the 
converter. That Energy Cell is for the full supply of all energies 
the QCV5 needs to perform the MEC function



The converter system will convert the human body and its DNA 
into atomic energy conversion and be the production of stored 
bits//bytes of recoverable data as the full living, thinking alive 
architecture of the medically converted human and its ‘body’. 

“The final exact, answer to the ongoing human medical 
condition. The Complete Medical cure at the highest, purest 
and most immediate level.”

Chemical / Atomic Elements Composition of the Human 
Body

Major Classes of Compounds in the Human Body

Most of the elements are found within compounds. Water and 
minerals are inorganic compounds. Organic compounds 
include fat, protein, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids. 

Water: Water is the most abundant chemical compound in 
living human cells, accounting for 65 percent to 90 percent of 
each cell. It's also present between cells. For example, blood 
and cerebrospinal fluid are mostly water. 

Fat: The percentage of fat varies from person to person, but 
even an obese person has more water than fat. 

Protein: In a lean male, the percentages of protein and water 
are comparable. It's about 16 percent by mass. Muscles, 
including the heart, contain a lot of muscle. Hair and fingernails 
are protein. Skin contains a large amount of protein, also. 



Minerals: Minerals account for about 6 percent of the body. 
They include salts and metals. Common minerals include 
sodium, chlorine, calcium, potassium, and iron. 

Carbohydrates: Although humans use the sugar glucose as 
an energy source, there isn't that much of it free in the 
bloodstream at any given time. Sugar and other carbohydrates 
only account for about 1% of body mass. 

Elements in the Human Body

Six elements account for 99% of the mass of the human body. 
The acronym CHNOPS may be used to help remember the six 
key chemical elements that are used in biological molecules. 

C is carbon, H is hydrogen, N is nitrogen, O is oxygen, P is 
phosphorus, and S is sulfur. While the acronym is a good way 
to remember the identities of the elements, it doesn't reflect 
their abundance. 

Oxygen is the most abundant element in the human body 
accounting for approximately 65% of a person's mass. Each 
water molecule consists of two hydrogen atoms bonded to one 
oxygen atom, but the mass of each oxygen atom is much 
higher than the combined mass of the hydrogen. In addition to 



being a component of water, oxygen is essential for cellular 
respiration. 

Carbon is contained in all organic compounds, which is why 
carbon is the second most abundant element in the body, 
accounting for about 18% of body mass. Carbon is found in 
proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and nucleic acids. It's also 
found in carbon dioxide. 

Hydrogen atoms are the most numerous type of atom in a 
human, but because they are so light, they only make up 
around 10% of the mass. Hydrogen is in water, plus it's an 
important electron carrier. 

Nitrogen is about 3.3% of body mass. It's found in proteins and 
nucleic acids. 

Calcium accounts for 1.5% of body mass. It's used to build 
bones and teeth, plus it's important for muscle contraction. 

Phosphorus is about 1% of body mass. This element is found 
in nucleic acids. Breaking bonds connecting phosphate 
molecules is a major component of energy transfer. 

Potassium is around 0.2-0.4% of the mass of a person. It's 
used in nerve conduction. Potassium is a key cation or 
positively-charged ion in the body. 

  Sulfur is found in some amino acids and proteins. It's about 
0.2-0.3% of body mass. 

Sodium, like potassium, is a positively-charged ion. It's about 
0.1-0.2% of body mass. Sodium helps regulate the electrolyte 



balance in the body and maintain homeostasis with respect to 
the volume of water in the blood and cells. 

Although aluminum and silicon are abundant in the earth's 
crust, they are found in trace amounts in the human body. 

Other trace elements include metals, which are often cofactors 
for enzymes. Trace elements include iron, cobalt, zinc, iodine, 
selenium, and fluorine. 
The human brain has 100 billion neurons, each neuron 
connected to 10 thousand other neurons. Sitting on your neck 
and shoulders is the most complicated object in the known 
universe. - Michio Kaku

71027 = Calculated Atoms of the human body of an average 70 
kg adult human male 
18939 = powers of ten in scientific notation of large numbers to say 189 + 39 sets of 3 zeros = 

1 duodecillion 10+39 1.00e+39. 

189,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,0
00,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 Atoms for 
the MEC ~ EMC converter to assimilate into its RAM & solid 
state storage cube capable of storing 1 Quadrilliondecillion x 1 
Quadrilliondecillion x 1 Quadrilliondecillion or  10+48 x 10+48 x 
10+48 bits of data that equals a grand exception of much more 
bit data than any Number of atoms of any size of human body. 

The QCV5 ~ OS will implement its medical OS specifically for 
human body DNA configuration recognition as it was originally 
at birth 'architecturally' configured, then at the instruction of the 
attending Geneticist the converter medical OS will heal the 
body's differential back to its original DNA profile with no 
'ailments of any sort.' 



The below chart is a simplified exemplification of the Elemental 
Composition of the human body that can easily be assimilated 
by the EMC ~ MEC converter system. 

That action by the `converter `components of the QCV5 & MEC 
~ EMC converter units then reconfigures that human body back 
to its original DNA before conversion and with the cure of; 

A loss of Asthma
A loss of Rheumatoid Arthritis.
A loss of kidney stones.
Regain your eye sight.
Be with normal hearing.
Reconfigured broken bones.
Cured Athletic Injuries
The answer to polio
The final cure for cancer
The full cure for HIV.
The full cure for any sexually transmitted disease.
The answer to hair loss.
The answer to wrinkly skin.
The full repair of bullet wounds.
The end of osteoporosis.
Tuberculosis



VFW soldiers medical needs of any country on Earth.

And the medical list of ailments curable by the Medical 
Converter (MC) goes into the total inclusive encompassment of 
all the human medical conditions ailments. 

The final exact, answer to the ongoing human medical 
condition.
The Complete Medical cure at the highest, purest and most 
immediate level. 

A medical professional experienced in genetics will be present 
to operate this medical orientated converter (MC) unit. 

The unit is operated via a projected holographic screen menu 
that operates as a holographic touch screen to call forth the 
index of selections to do the physiology and genetic DNA 
selections to be done by the QCV5 and the EMC ~ MEC 
medical converter (MC) unit as powered by the Energy Cell. 

Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) International.
Departments Of Defense (DOD) International. 

With concern for military veterans. 
You as a soldier that was involved in a military confrontation 
operation with a military opponent that cost you the loss of one 
or more of your much needed appendages such as an arm or 
hand or a leg or foot or some other physiological body part and 
you now consider yourself as physiologically incomplete and 
are not now as fully as you were genetically physically birthed 
to be, and that MISSING part of your body modality has 
sincerity depressed your lifestyle while you are being aware 



and knowing that the missing part of your body is now only a 
prosthetic that was put to your body by the VFW clinic or 
physical therapy center that you attend that is near your current 
residence. Even though you now have, or may have, a 
prosthetic you remain with the physical feeling that the original 
appendage that is now missing is still being with you. 

HARKEN TO THIS SOLDIER: 
By way of this TPEOM Medical Converter(TPEOM MC) as a 
scientific technology of a TPEOM Medical Matter to Energy 
Converter ~ Energy to Matter Converter (TPEOM MC MEC ~ 
EMC) unit you can have your missing appendage, body part 
returned to you as Genetically as correct as per the original 
DNA Genome architecture of your body as it was originally 
birthed to be. 

This action is by way of the TPEOM Medical converter 
(TPEOM MC). 
This reinstatement process of your missing limb or other body 
part(s) happens only within a time line of five (5) minutes after 
your entry into the TPEOM MC and the TPEOM MC unit is 
activated by the attending medical geneticist that is responsible 
for its application. 

You whom is a VFW soldier attending a veterans hospital or 
physical therapy center and have concisely read this VFW 
section of TPEOM with comprehension and then became 
imbued with determination to be physiologically complete again 
and thereafter with that reinstated physical completion you will 
continue onward with your life and your body as being 
physiologically correctly complete. 



So then and therefore you can or will only as yourself, or as a 
group of veterans determinably go and approach the VFW HQ 
nearest you and only you, or as a group will strongly or 
diplomatically state your collective desire to meet with the head 
administrator and you or your group will comprehensively make 
your statement to that VFW administrator for the VFW to do all 
within their governmental and military power to insure that the 
needed TPEOM MC MEC ~ EMC units are forthwith acquired 
by the VFW or military DOD from TPEOM and then installed at 
the VFW hospital or physical therapy center that you and your 
VFW colleagues ~ fellow soldiers attend for their VFW medical 
care that is nearest your collective residences. 

This is your life, so now that you know of this TPEOM MC unit 
you are aware of a way to make better of your life at your will 
as you will for your physiological life to be fully complete again - 
Regards 
TPEOM.

Dr. Prof. Yoshida 
Environmental  Science Physicist
TPEOM Environmental Conservation Resurrection  Organization.
The Pyran Environmental Organization Malaysia.
http://www.tgmncsb.com       /The Pyran Organization.html
donate@tpeom.org 
+6017-292-4072

Should you be a medical specialist, hospital (Cedars-Sinai Medical Center) a private party deeply interested in 
performing the above as stated, or a government of a country then you are welcome to contact me for 
considerations of your having such a tool for as you will, to make good for the citizens of your country and expat 
visitors for medical service.
I am sure we can or you can and will settle the financial modality of this to make it a special implementation for 
you to have it delivered to you after I’ve returned with it from Geneva, Switzerland & France with it for you. 


